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PARALLELIZATION OF COMPUTE INTENSIVE APPLICATIONS INTO WORKFLOWS
BASED ON SERVICES IN BEESYCLUSTER
PAWEL CZARNUL∗

Abstract. The paper presents an approach for modeling, optimization and execution of workflow applications based on
services that incorporates both service selection and partitioning of input data for parallel processing by parallel workflow paths.
A compute-intensive workflow application for parallel integration is presented. An impact of the input data partitioning on the
scalability is presented. The paper shows a comparison of the theoretical model of workflow execution and real execution times.
The execution of this distributed workflow is compared to a highly parallel approach using MPI. Finally, results for an integrated
workflow/MPI approach are shown.
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1. Introduction. Parallel and distributed processing is now possible thanks to a variety of architectures,
application models and technologies. First, these are available for both shared memory and distributed memory
processing within HPC clusters [30]. Secondly, approaches such as grid, sky and cloud computing [5] allow
integration of services at a high level.
Several models and frameworks have been proposed for complex distributed applications. Quality of Service
(QoS) needs to be considered where resources are usually shared among various users requesting their own
jobs [13, 29, 35]. Such approaches need to offer enough flexibility in constructing a distributed application and
provide the ability to process input data in parallel. Ideally, the user should not be involved in low level details
such as selection of services for particular tasks or selection of resources to execute the code. The user should
define functional and QoS goals and rely on automatic selection to meet the goals.
2. Related Work. Parallel processing is currently being implemented at various levels within:
1. computing nodes using GPU programming [2], programming many processor cores,
2. local systems such as HPC clusters in which computing nodes are interconnected with a reasonably fast
interconnect such as Infiniband, Gigabit Ethernet etc. [6, 30],
3. at a distributed level using e.g. grid [17], cloud computing [5].
One of practical approaches for modeling complex distributed processing based on services is done using
workflow applications. A workflow application is modeled as an acyclic graph in which vertexes denote tasks to
be executed while directed edges dependencies between the tasks. For scheduling in utility grids [34]/workflow
scheduling in grids [31] for each task ti there is a set of services Si out of which one service is selected to execute
ti . Other attributes such as service costs are considered [33]. As proposed by [34, 35] the goal is to find the
st
best assignment of ti → (sk , tst
ik ) where sk is a service able to execute task ti and tik is the starting time of
execution of task ti using service sk . Execution of ti and tj on one sk must not overlap. The workflow execution
time should be minimized while keeping the cost of selected services below a predefined minimum [7, 8]. In the
context of typical business interactions, many more quality attributes are considered such as execution time,
cost, availability [7, 27, 36], accessibility [27], fidelity [9] or conformance [27], security [27], reputation [36] is
minimized. Usually no dependencies between or overlapping of services executing different tasks are considered
in these applications.
From the infrastructure point of view, several MPI [26] implementations have been traditionally used for
parallel programming. OpenMPI supports threads and MPI simultaneously. Additionally, several tools can be
used for parallel programming within nodes such as CUDA [2], OpenCL, Pthreads [30] etc.
For the distributed workflow model, there are several workflow management systems for grid computing.
Paper [32] provides a review and comparison of Gridbus, Kepler [23], Pegasus [16], Triana [25], P-GRADE
[22], Directed Acyclic Graph Manager (DAGMan), ICENI, GridFlow, GrADS, Askalon, UNICORE, Taverna,
GridAnt. These grid-oriented systems rely mainly on middlewares such as Globus Toolkit, Grid Application
Toolkit or other resource management systems for starting and management jobs. Business oriented systems
such as Meteor-S [3] incorporate support for BPEL for modeling workflows and use semantic service discovery
and composition. As suggested by [24], BPEL can also be used for grid environments. Input data can often be
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defined as values, files or data streams [19], as in Gridbus. Input data can drive workflows as in Kepler [1]. The
input data from one or several preceding workflow tasks can be treated and processed in several ways [18].
3. Motivations. While this paper builds on the model presented in [14], the contribution of this paper is
as follows:
1. assessment of the impact of input data partitioning of input data on the scalability for a workflow with
parallel paths,
2. comparison of the theoretical model of processing in a workflow and real results,
3. assessment of the overhead of the parallelization using workflows with distributed services and a highly
parallel solution using MPI,
4. integration of parallel processing by parallel workflow paths and parallelization within services using
MPI.
4. Model of the Workflow Scheduling with Data Distribution. The model proposed by the author
is based on the workflow model with service selection [13, 35] and is extended to consider data distribution for
parallel paths of the workflow.
A directed graph G(V, E) represents a workflow in which nodes V correspond to tasks while edges E
represent task dependencies. At least one starting node with initial data and one termination node which
terminates computations are distinguished. The starting nodes do not have predecessors. Each node should
have a successor apart from the termination node. The model allows to define:
1. a sequence – a service assigned to the second task in a sequence successor is executed only after the
service selected for the predecessor has completed (Figure 4.1a),
2. fork – services assigned to the tasks following the forked task are executed in parallel provided these
were installed on separate processors (Figure 4.1b),
3. join – the service selected for the task to which other tasks are connected are executed only after each
of the predecessors has finished (Figure 4.1b).
The following parameters are distinguished following [14]:
• Si = {si0 , si1 , ..., si(|Si |−1) } – a set of services out of which one is selected to execute task ti ,
• cij – the cost of processing a unit of data by service sij ,
• Nij – the node on which service sij was installed,
• spn – the speed of node n,
• Pij – the provider of service sij ,
out
• din
ij and dij denote the sizes of the input and output data accepted and produced by service sij . These
in
are linked with formula dout
ij = fti (dij ) where fti defines the size of output data for task ti based on
the input data size.
• di denotes the size of data processed by task ti .
• dijkl denotes the size of data to be sent from service sij to service skl . dout
ij can be sent and/or partitioned
into input files of successors. In particular, all the data can be sent to all the successors or it can be
partitioned into non-overlapping parts that will be distributed for parallel processing by the following
tasks.
in
• texec
ij (dij ) – the execution time of service sij ,
tr
• tijkl – additional time for data conversion between output/input formats if connected services are offered
by various providers,
– the time at
service
chosen to execute ti starts processing it, we have ∀i,k:(vi ,vk )∈E
• tst
i : i ∈ |V | P
P sij tr
P which
exec
comm
exec
st
will be larger than 0 only for one j. Similarly, for
t
t
+
+
t
+
tst
≥
t
i
k
j,l ijkl . tij
j,l ijkl
j ij
comm
tr
the given i and k tijkl and tijkl will be larger than 0 only for one pair of l and k since only one service
per node i and one per node k will be selected.
• tworkf low – the workflow execution time i.e.
tworkf low = ttermination not∃q (vtermination , vq ) ∈ E.
Traditionally, several optimization goals
be considered such as minimization of tworkf low with a bound
P can
c
on the total cost of selected services i.e.
din
ij ij < B where B is the budget (problem MIN T C BOUND)
workf low
and t
Pis the time when the last service finishes. Problem MIN TC is minimization of vMIN T C =
αtworkf low + din
ij cij . α > 0.
It should be noted that some descriptions of services with respect to e.g. execution times or reliability may
not be accurate. An adaptive technique for learning of service reliability were proposed by the author and his
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team in [15].
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Fig. 4.1: Selection and Parallelization in the Model

4.1. Selection of Solutions and Data Parallelization. The proposed formulation allows to model
several issues typical of workflows composed of independent services offered and managed by various users:
1. selection of alternative solutions (services) si0 , ..., si(|Si |−1) to particular task ti . This is possible thanks
to the well known service selection concept i.e. selecting only one service out of the ones defined for the
given task (one of several services is selected for task ti in Figure 4.1a).
2. data parallelism – partitioning of input data for parallelization of computations on this data. This can
be achieved in the model in several configurations, depending on the needs:
(a) parallelization of task ti where input data is divided and possibly processed by services si0 and si1
or si0 and si2 in parallel. Note that si1 and si2 are modeled as exclusive services which combines
selection with parallelization. Task ti is split into ti and t′i which are functionally equivalent
(Figure 4.1b) and initial services are assigned to these two tasks.
(b) parallelization of a complex task (composed of more than one task) by possibly execution of various
sub-solutions in parallel. Input data is divided into flows so that ti → tj and tk → tl are executed
in parallel. It can be that ti 6= tk and tj 6= tl (Figure 4.1c).
Assuming the user has access to services si0 , ..., si(|Si |−1) for task ti , parallelization where the algorithm
determines partitioning of data between possibly all services, can be modeled as splitting services for many
′
tasks (in fact functionally equivalent) as in Figure 4.2 where ∀i,k si0n = sin .
4.2. Real and Integer Data Sizes. Additional constraints on partitioning of data could be set e.g.
di ∈ Z dijkl ∈ Z for integer values suitable for partitioning of a set of e.g. pictures of same size for processing
in parallel. This makes the problem harder to solve but the algorithms proposed and discussed by the author
in Section 5 can handle this case.
4.3. Synchronization. In Figure 4.2 all services are synchronized on the following task tj which means
′
′
that even after si02 has finished processing its portion of data, tj will not start until all si0n have finished. If there
are tasks ti and tj which need to process the input data subsequently, the proposed model can allow pushing a
portion of data to the following task even if the previous steps on the other portions of data have not completed
yet. This can be accomplished as in Figure 4.3. Namely, as soon as t′i has finished processing its portion of
data, it can send results for processing by t′j without waiting for completion of processing by e.g. ti .
The question arises into how many virtual tasks processing of the given task should be split. This should
cover the number of services which can process the given task. In such a case, potentially all services for the
original task ti and tj could participate in parallel execution of the corresponding task with the possibility of
pushing parts of data from task ti to task tj even when execution of other parts of ti ’s data is still in progress.
Furthermore, this could be set up to the potential number of partitions the initial data could be divided into
to allow pushing smaller portions of data sooner.
In one workflow there may be both tasks with multiple services (for selection of one service for task) and
virtual tasks with one service assigned to each of them meant for data parallelization. The former may be used
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when there is a task to be executed on a portion of the input data where it is not possible to split data among
services or it would be too costly compared to the execution by one service (e.g. a conversion of an image to
another format). Data partitioning can be used when it is possible and beneficial to split the data and there
are enough services to execute in parallel.
5. Algorithms. If the graph contains only tasks with one service for each, the problem becomes how
to distribute data with possibly cost constraints. In this case and assuming that data can be divided into
chunks of any size, fast linear programming [28] can be used where variables denote the sizes of data processed
by particular services. This also assumes that the execution times for the serviceare linear functions of input
data size which does not have to be the case. For service selection, the literature suggests introducing integer
variables [3, 4, 36] that denote which service is selected for the particular task.
The author has proposed and implemented three different algorithms to solve the problem [14]:
1. genetic algorithm (GA) – in this case a solution is represented by a chromosome. It encodes both
selection of particular services for the tasks and also order of execution for pairs of parallel tasks in the
graph for which the order is not determined by the workflow graph.
2. mixed genetic algorithm and linear programming (MGALP) – in this case services are assigned to
the tasks by a genetic algorithm and data distribution for the given schedule is determined by linear
programming [28],
3. mixed integer linear programming (MILP) – similarly to the known approaches [36, 3, 4], integer
variables mean which service is selected for a particular task. Additionally though, real or integer
variables denote sizes of data flowing from task to task.
6. Management, Optimization and Execution of Workflow Applications in BeesyCluster. The
author has created a workflow management environment for modeling, scheduling and execution of workflow
applications, both for the proposed model [14] and also for dynamic selection of services at runtime [13].
The environment uses BeesyCluster as a middleware to access distributed services and is available at
https://lab527.eti.pg.gda.pl:10030/ek/Main at Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics, Gdansk University of Technology, Poland.
BeesyCluster allows its users to access accounts on distributed resources through SSH and compile and
run applications, among others (Figure 6.1). Furthermore, such applications can be published as BeesyCluster
services to which access may be granted to other users. In particular, costs of running services can be defined.
BeesyCluster users have virtual purses from which can pay for services published by others. Similarly, users
may earn from others running their own services.
Furthermore, the workflow management environment allows:
1. definition of a workflow using a graphical interface (Figure 6.2),
2. selection of services and defining data flows between tasks [10, 12],
3. actual execution of the workflow in a distributed environment [10, 12].
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Fig. 6.1: BeesyCluster Architecture

Fig. 6.2: Workflow Editor in BeesyCluster

6.1. Compute Intensive Scientific Workflow: Adaptive Quadrature Distributed Integration.
As an example for demonstration of the goals defined in Section 3 a compute intensive application was implemented by the author and analyzed. This application computes a numerical integrate of a given function on
the given range with a certain accuracy using the adaptive quadrature integration algorithm presented in [30].
6.1.1. Testbed Environment and Services. The testbed environment consists of 16 nodes installed at
the Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics, Gdansk University of Technology. Each node
along with services installed on them was accessed by BeesyCluster using SSH. The relative speeds of 8 nodes
were 1 while the speeds of the other nodes were 0.575 for the application. Each node uses its local disks to store
input and output data. As an example function f (x) = sin(x)cos(sin(x)) + x12 was integrated on given ranges.
The following services were developed:
partition a b rpf filecount – partitions range [a, b] recursively into the given number of files filecount and
subranges per file rpf so that the execution time per subrange is approximately similar. At the given
step, for each subrange [a,b] 10 points c0 , ..., c9 are selected so that a < ci < b. Then the maximum
of areas of the triangles formed by (a, f (a)), (ci , f (ci )), (b, f (b)) is selected for each subrange [a, b]. Out
of all available subranges the one with the largest area is selected and partitioned into two subranges
a+b
[a, a+b
2 ], [ 2 , b]. The procedure is repeated until the desired number of subranges is generated.
integration – an application written in C that integrates all subranges from input files in its directory and
produces a single output file with extension out with the total integrate of the given subranges. The al-
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gorithm divides the given subrange recursively like described above until the maximum area of triangles
is smaller than 0.000000001 in which case the integrate is approximated by a sum of rectangles.
adder – adds the values supplied in files with out extension supplied in its directory
Figure 6.3 presents the workflow in which the initial range [a, b] is partitioned into f ilecount files each
of which contains rpf subranges. Then the initial files with subranges are sent to separate nodes for parallel
processing. It is important to note that filecount must be sufficiently large to distribute files with input subranges
among parallel tasks for integration especially if services assigned to them run on nodes of different speeds.
Similarly, rpf can be set larger than 1 to further improve load balance since it increases the number of initial
subranges and makes their computation times more even. The model assumes that the processing time of each
input file is the same.
rpf ranges
in filecount
partition files
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Fig. 6.3: A Parallel Integration Workflow

6.1.2. Workflow Configurations and Results. The algorithm is able to adapt data distribution to
various speeds of processing nodes and also does it under budget constraints. The following configurations were
tested (optimization goals are noted):
MIN TC: granularity test (Figure 6.3) – for up to 8 nodes it is best to select 1 file per node as the nodes
have same speeds but vary the number of subranges. On the other hand, for 12 and 16 processors
we must increase the number of files to let the algorithm balance work between processors of different
speeds. Figure 6.4 presents execution times for these settings for range [1,1000]. Setting the number of
files or subranges too large causes too much overhead related to opening files, loop overhead with no
further gain in load balance. Finally, best settings were selected for following tests.
MIN TC:parallel (Figure 6.3) – execution times and corresponding speed-ups are shown in Figures 6.5 and
6.7 for three different ranges of [1, 250], [1, 1000] and [1, 2000]. It can be seen that the algorithm achieves
very good speed-ups for larger ranges even though there are various node speeds. For a small run the
overhead of the solution including preparation of directories on the nodes, copying of data take their
toll. In fact the speed-up for range [1,1000] is slightly better than for range [1,2000] presumably because
of some temporary load on one of the nodes during the runs. It also suggests that this is the upper
limit on the speed-up for this configuration as increasing the size does not increase the speed-up.
MIN T C BOUND: parallel under budget constraints (Figure 6.6) – we define the costs of services depending on the clusters they are installed on and the time of day according to Table 6.1. Three logical
clusters are distinguished with 8, 4 and 4 nodes (with different costs) respectively. Figures 6.8 and 6.9
show the impact of decreasing the budget on the execution time of the workflow for two configurations:
clusters 1 and 2 (total of 12 nodes), clusters 1, 2 and 3 (total of 16 nodes) for day and night. Cluster
costs are the same as for the digital photography workflow since the same clusters were used. However,
for this particular integration code clusters 2 and 3 (the speed of each node is 0.575) are slower than
cluster 1 (the speed of each node is 1). The budget is varied from the minimum budget allowing full
parallelization, then 0.9 and 0.8 of this value. Clearly tightening the budget increases execution times
as the algorithm does not allow to pass input data to more expensive services causing the use of a
smaller number of cheaper but slower paths.
6.2. Comparison of Theoretical Model and Simulation Results. The image processing workflow
analyzed and tested in [14] is a good example for comparing theoretical execution times of the adopted model and
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Fig. 6.4: Adaptive Integration on range [1,1000]: Execution Times [s] vs Number of Subranges per File (1-8
nodes) or Files Per Node (16 nodes)

Fig. 6.5: Adaptive Integration: Execution Times [s]

Cluster
1
2
3

services
s1 0 to s24 0
s25 0 to s36 0
s37 0 to s48 0

node count
8
4
4

cost per second
day
night
20
10
10
20
15
15

Table 6.1: Services and Cost per Processor Second for Testbed Clusters

simulation results as it involves transfers of large portions of data of different sizes for the three configurations
tested. The simulation results shown in [14] were compared to the theoretical model in Figure 6.10. The
parameters of the model in this case were computed as follows. The execution time of each path of the workflow
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Fig. 6.7: Adaptive Integration: Speed-up

including web album generation as the last workflow task is as follows: execution time = a + pd (c + e) + df
where d is the number of initial images, p the number of paths, a is an accumulated constant from startup
times, overhead for preparation of directories for each workflow node, e and c correspond to computation and
communication times and df corresponds to the execution time of Web album generation.
The execution times are known as are data sizes d. The execution times of the Web generation phase were
read from the system logs and thus it was possible to determine f . The execution time of web album generation
is always the same as requires the same number of images. Then linear regression was used to determine a and
c + e.
The simulation results are very close to the model (Figure 6.10) being slightly too optimistic regarding
performance. The source node is a bottleneck in copying data to several following nodes.
6.3. Integration of BeesyCluster and MPI and Overhead of the Solution. It is possible to assess
the overhead of the workflow support in BeesyCluster mechanism by comparing execution times to highly
dedicated parallel solutions run in the same environment. A C+MPI based implementation can be regarded
as a lower bound on the execution time of the service-based BeesyCluster workflow. Obviously neither the
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Fig. 6.9: Adaptive Integration: Execution Time [s]
under Cost Constraints: Night

Fig. 6.10: Comparison of Theoretical Model and Simulation Results

standard MPI nor grid-enabled versions such as MPICH-G2 [20], PACX-MPI [21] or BC-MPI [11] offer easy
integration of services with performance and cost aware optimization.
Distributed integration was used as an example in the following configurations:
MPI on 2 clusters. Two MPI environments each with 8 nodes were configured. The partitioning application
divides the initial range into a predefined number of subranges and saves them to the number of files
equal to the number of distinct MPI environments used (1 up to 8 nodes, 2 for 16 nodes in this case)
considering relative speeds of the latter. Subsequently, MPI applications launched on the clusters divide
the ranges between processes using MPI and compute results for their parts.
workflow in BeesyCluster with services using MPI. Two services were used each of which was implemented as a parallel C+MPI application. For 1-8 nodes one service implemented by one MPI application using from 1 to 8 nodes was used. For 16 nodes, two BeesyCluster services each of which ran an
MPI application on 8 nodes just like in the previous example. It allows to assess the overhead of the
BeesyCluster layer. Initial data was prepared as in the previous example.
workflow in BeesyCluster. The configuration considered in Paragraph 6.1 was used where the number of
services is equal to the number of nodes. Each service is a sequential application.
Figure 6.11 presents a comparison of speed-ups between these three solutions. The reference run used 1
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Fig. 6.11: Performance Comparison of BeesyCluster Workflow and MPI: Speed-up

processor.
It can be seen that the MPI implementation is not far below the theoretical best result while the BeesyCluster
based implementations introduce slightly more overhead. It is not significant for the [1,1000] range but is
visible for short runs for range [1,250] and 16 nodes. This is because the overhead introduced by the Java EE
implementation is significant compared to the short execution time in this case. Nevertheless, for longer runs
the performance of the workflow solution is very good. Secondly, as expected the overhead of the workflow
with MPI-based services is much smaller than for a larger number of sequential services. The overhead of the
workflow with MPI-based services compared to an MPI-only implementation on 16 nodes for range [1,1000]
was 13 seconds. This encourages to use workflows with MPI-based services as it allows very easy integration
of services with scheduling and data partitioning incorporating performance and costs which is not available in
MPI implementations.
7. Summary. The paper formulated a problem on service selection and scheduling with data distribution
encountered in the integration of distributed services offered by various providers. Both the model and the
algorithm were implemented in BeesyCluster allowing to consume distributed services from various providers.
Additionally, an easy-to-use workflow editor and an execution engine were implemented. As an example,
a distributed numerical integration was constructed as a workflow application were prepared and executed
a distributed service-based environment. The solution achieves good speed-ups. It is able to minimize the
execution time and keep the total cost of selected services below a threshold. The paper demonstrates the
impact of input data partitioning on the scalability of the approach. Secondly, simulation results are compared
to the theoretical model which confirms its correctness. Finally, the overhead of the implementation is analyzed
compared to a pure parallel MPI implementation. Results for an integrated workflow/MPI solution are also
presented.
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